Customer Guide

Sugar Rush Cardmaking Workshop

CARD 1: HAPPY BIRTHDAY
CARD 2: YOU’RE THE SWEETEST

Sugar Rush Bulk Paper

Sea Glass Cardstock

Tangerine Cardstock
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The cutting diagrams and patterns for this workshop come from two of our how-to books—Originals™ and Make It from Your Heart™ Vol. 2. Originals contains 99 easy-to-follow patterns for making cards, while Make It from Your Heart contains both scrapbook and card patterns for those who love it all! To learn more about these books, talk to your Independent Consultant.

MATERIALS NEEDED
(Enough for five people to each complete two cards, one of each design)

- C1671 My Acrylix® Sugar Rush—Cardmaking Stamp Set
- BULK393 Sugar Rush Bulk Paper Packet
- X7215D Sugar Rush Coordinating Cardstock
- Z2872 Whisper Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
- Z2854 Pomegranate Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
- Z3310 Sugar Rush Dots
- Y1002 1" × 3½" My Acrylix® Block
- Y1003 2" × 2" My Acrylix® Block
- X254 5½" × 4¼" White Cards & Envelopes Value Pack

CARD 1: HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Originals: Overview™ (p. 102)

TIPS
- Turn card base so fold is on left
- Attach 1A 1" from top of card
- Attach 1B to center of 1C
- Attach 1C ¾" from top, left, and right edges of card
- Center pieces 1D, 1E, and 1F below 1C, as shown
- Using Whisper ink, stamp “Happy Birthday with sprinkles on top!” in bottom right corner of card base
- Add Sugar Rush dots to centers of 1D, 1E, and 1F

CARD 2: YOU’RE THE SWEETEST
Make It from Your Heart™ Vol. 2: Pattern 30 (p. 47)

TIPS
- Turn card base so fold is at top
- Attach 2A ½" from left edge
- Attach 2B to center of 2C
- Attach 2C ¼" from top, left, and right edges
- Using Pomegranate ink, stamp “You’re the sweetest” in bottom right corner of card base
- Add two Sugar Rush dots to left of sentiment